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ABSTRACT
Guaranteeing high availability of networks virtually hinges on the

ability to handle and recover from bugs and failures. Yet, despite

the advances in verification, testing, and debugging, production

networks remain susceptible to large-scale failures — often due to

deterministic bugs.

This paper explores the use of input transformations as a viable

method for recovering from such deterministic bugs. In particular,

we introduce an online system, Tardis, for overcoming deterministic

faults by using a blend of program analysis and runtime program

data to systematically determine the fault-triggering input events

and using domain-specific models to automatically generate trans-

formations of the fault-triggering inputs that are both safe and

semantically equivalent. We evaluated Tardis on several produc-

tion network control plane applications (CPAs), including six SDN

CPAs and several popular BGP CPAs using 71 realistic bugs. We

observe that Tardis improves recovery time by 7.44%, introduces a

25% CPU and 0.5% memory overhead, and recovers from 77.26% of

the injected realistic and representative bugs, more than twice that

of existing solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network reliability is critical, especially, for cloud providers who

face an ever-increasing demand for more “nines”
1
of availabil-

ity [32, 56]. Designing a highly available network is, however, a hard

problem: Network devices fail, misconfigurations happen, bugs are

endemic in implementations, and errors in specifications are un-

avoidable [17, 21, 29, 84]. Recent work [1, 25, 49, 89] show that

over 30% of the customer impacting failures for large scale

operational networks are due to software bugs in the network
control planes.

While there is a growing body of work on detecting and eliminat-

ing bugs in the data plane, e.g., configuration verification [18, 22, 23],

data plane state verification [41, 42] and fuzzing [24, 49, 77, 92],

only few such efforts focus on the control plane. Unlike the data

plane, which supports either a simple language that is amenable to

verification (i.e., P4) or a set of well-defined rules that can be eas-

ily modeled (i.e., OpenFlow rules or forwarding information base

(FIB) of router tables), the control plane is generally written in rela-

tively complex languages, e.g., Java or C, which are less amenable

to verification and modeling. In fact, efforts to apply modeling to

the control plane [10] have demonstrated limited scalability, and

attempts at control plane emulation provide only limited cover-

age across realistic settings [49, 73]. Today, the most promising

method for addressing control plane bugs is to perform fuzz testing

on production traffic—a concept popularized by Netflix’s Chaos-

Monkey [6, 75]. such testing techniques, however, still fall short

of detecting all bugs—some bugs remain invariably uncaught, and

network outages ensue [32, 56].

Motivated by the inability of existing techniques to eliminate

control plane application bugs, in this work, we explore the appli-

cability of online techniques to recover from these bugs. There are

two common approaches to online recovery: rewriting code (i.e., au-

tomated program repair [47, 61, 66]) and input transformations (i.e.,

failure oblivious computing [11, 67, 69]). The former, code rewriting,

is often limited to general and well-understood patterns, e.g., null-

pointer exceptions or off-by-one errors, and does not account for

the more important class of bugs demonstrated in Table 1, e.g., edge

cases or missing logic. The latter, input transformations, addresses

a broader set of bugs but requires significant domain knowledge

to ensure a principled recovery. Moreover, existing approaches to

transformations take either a random and ad-hoc approach [67] or

a manual approach [11].

In this paper, we propose Tardis,2 a system that both overcomes

the previously discussed limitations of input transformations and

generalizes to a wide range of network control plane applications

1
A widely used unit for measuring reliability or availability of computer systems,

expressed as a ratio of uptime to the sum of uptime and downtime. Three nines, for

instance, refers to 0.999 or 99.9% availability.

2
The name Tardis, based on the British TV show Doctor Who, refers to the system’s

ability to travel back in time and manipulate history to avert an impending doom—in

our case, the crash of a CPA.
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(CPAs), deployed in both centralized (e.g., SDNs) and distributed

(e.g., BGP) settings. Fundamentally, Tardis is a record and replay-

based system which (1) automatically identifies the set of input

events that trigger the bug using advances in program verification

(i.e., symbolic execution) and (2) uses a domain-specific model to

automatically search through the space of potential transforma-

tions on the input events to identify a candidate list of semanti-
cally equivalent and safe events to replay. We define semantically

equivalent and safe events as those events that preserve a set of

network-operator-specified network objectives as captured by net-

work invariant checkers.

Tardis’s design builds on the following insights. First, network

events represent changes in the network state, and different events

can be used to exercise the same state transitions. Thus, we can

recover from failures by exploring an alternate but equivalent event

provided that this alternate event results in the same network state.

Second, the rich body of work on network verification, i.e., invariant

checkers [42, 81], provide a well-understood method for analyz-

ing this network state and, more importantly, determining if any

two network states are equivalent. Thus, we can validate trans-

formations by employing network invariant checkers. Specifically,

given that we know the initial and final state, we can explore arbi-

trary transformations of a failure event (e.g., a link failure event) to

discover equivalent events which safely bring the network to the

intended state.

Tardis operates as a shim between the CPA, the state layer (which

maintains the network state), and the network (state changes of

which generate the events). Tardis consists of three key components:

first, a novel domain-specific search algorithm for generating ar-

bitrary transformations of the failure triggering event; second, a

network invariant checker [42, 81] for detecting semantically safe

transformations; and third, a symbolic execution framework for an-

alyzing code to determine the root cause of a fault. Tardis intercepts
and records events. Such an event recording technique is employed

by Google’s Orion [19], and it has been proved successful in prac-

tice. Tardis aims for recovering from two failure types: fail-stop

faults and invariant violations. The former is easy to detect, and

Tardis uses existing fault-detection techniques [42, 81] to detect

the latter. When a fault is detected, Tardis examines the source

code using symbolic execution and determines the events which

triggered the failure. Next, Tardis uses the fuzzer to generate a set

of equivalent events and then employs a domain-specific invariant

checker to prune the set of equivalent events to semantically safe

ones. Finally, Tardis rollbacks the control plane and re-executes the

control plane with the transformed event. The rollback and replay

continue until the control plane recovers. Thus, Tardis provides
a best-effort guarantee, which is limited by the space of available

transformations. Our evaluations show that both the traditional

and SDN network control planes permit a rich enough space of

events, which permit sufficient transformations, that allow Tardis
to provide high availability in the presence of deterministic bugs.

Wemainly design Tardis for two use cases: (1) help cloud providers
such as Google Cloud and AWS, who employ SDNs, to recover their

SDN apps; and (2) help network device manufacturers (especially,

switch vendors like Cisco) to recover the device’s apps such as

routing apps. To address the two use cases, we implement Tardis in
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Figure 1: Architecture of SDN (left) and TDN (right) network
control planes.

a popular SDN control plane with six SDN-CPAs and in two BGP-

CPAs for two traditional distributed control planes (i.e., Quagga and

GoBGP). We recreated and injected a total of 71 real faults across

both control planes. Our experiments demonstrate that Tardis can
recover from 87.19% SDN faults and 56.52% BGP faults.

We summarize our contributions as follows.

⋆We present Tardis, a system that can automatically transform

one or more input events to recover from run-time faults. Tardis
supports both centralized and distributed network control planes.

⋆ We provide an in-depth analysis and taxonomy of bugs in

control planes and CPAs to complement anecdotal evidence from

large cloud providers and motivate systems like Tardis.
⋆We formulate a search heuristic for automatically generating

semantically equivalent network events. Our formulation also pro-

vides a principled lens for reasoning about the safety and liveness

of these transformations.

⋆We implement Tardis to work with both a popular SDN control

plane (Floodlight) and several BGP control planes (Quagga and

GoBGP). We recreated a total of 71 real faults and injected them

into control-plane applications. In our experiments, Tardis recovers
from 87% of the SDN faults and 57% of the BGP faults.

2 MOTIVATION AND RATIONALE
Below, we provide a brief background on network control plane

applications (§ 2.1), present a survey of bugs in these control planes

(§ 2.2), provide a motivating example and rationale for our approach

(§ 2.3), and describe the set of bugs addressed by Tardis (§ 2.4).

2.1 Network Control Planes
Generally a communication network include two planes: (i) the

data plane, which processes each packet and routes them according

to predefined rules, and (ii) the control plane, which consists of a set

of applications (e.g., load-balancing, firewall, or BGP peering) that

generates these predefined rules in response to network events (e.g.,

switch/link failures or path changes). Network control planes can

be broadly classified into two types (cf. Fig. 1): (i) a traditional, dis-
tributed control plane (e.g., BGP), and (ii) a more modern, logically

centralized control plane (e.g., Software-Defined Networks).
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Table 1: A summary of CPA bugs.

SDN BGP

ONOS CORD Faucet Quagga XORP

Bug Det. 94% 94% 96% 76% 90%

Types Non-det. 6% 6% 4% 24% 10%

Network 20% 50% 40% 38% 38%

Triggers Config 56% 42% 52% 25% 23%

OS 12% 8% 6% 38% 40%

Crash Stop 10% 16% 32% 34% 37%

Symptoms Invar. Violation 84% 82% 66% 66% 61%

Performance 6% 2% 2% 0% 2%

Missing Cases 0% 25% 16% 58% 74%

Causes Memory 40% 26% 9% 9% 9%

Concurrency 0% 13% 7% 7% 4%

Software Defined Network (SDN). In this mode, the control and

the data plane are on separate devices. The data plane consists of

forwarding elements (SDN switches), while the control plane runs

on separate x86 servers. The data plane generates and sends events

to the control plane, which uses them to build a global view of

the network; this state is stored in the network information base

(NIB). The control plane runs a set of control plane applications

(CPAs) that analyze, process, and react to the data-plane events by

inserting new rules into the data plane. In general, the control plane

is logically centralized, and it provides the CPAs with a global view

of the network, which allows them to make optimal decisions for

the events they receive.

Traditional Distributed Network (TDN). In a traditional net-

work, each device contains both a control plane and a data plane. In

such a setting, the control plane is distributed across the network,

and each control plane hosts several CPAs (e.g., OSPF, BGP, or ISIS

processes). In addition to reacting to events from the data plane

(e.g., link failures), the CPAs for a traditional control plane also

react to messages from other CPAs (e.g., BGP update messages).

Given that each control plane only has local information, the CPAs

need to exchange messages to allow each CPA to build a global

view of the network with which it can determine how to react to

events. Each CPA maintains a view of the network in its routing

information base (RIB).

Summary. Regardless of the control plane type, networks exhibit

two traits. (1) They maintain state relevant for their operation in

a separate state layer (e.g., the RIB or NIB in Fig. 1)—we surveyed

47 SDN-CPAs and 6 TDN-CPAs and found that 64% of the SDN-

CPAs and 100% of the TDN-CPAs maintain state in an external state

layer. (2) They are event-driven—in addition to network events (i.e.,

from data plane or other CPAs), CPAs also react to events from the

operating system (e.g., timers) and events from the configuration

interface (e.g., command-line or configuration changes).

2.2 Control-plane Bugs
To understand the types of bugs that occur in practice, in Tab. 1, we

survey 150 bugs from three popular SDN control planes and their

CPAs (i.e., ONOS [7], Faucet [4], and CORD [63]) and summarize a

Figure 2: Part of a simple Fat-tree with two flows (in pink
and purple) routed over link-disjoint paths. Certain events,
e.g., a link failure (in red), affect the status quo, i.e., end-to-
end connectivity between two hosts or the completion time of
the flow that uses the affected link.

prior survey [91] on two popular traditional control planes and their

CPAs (i.e., Quagga [34] and XORP [27]). Our survey and the prior

survey use manual analysis of the control plane’s code repository

issues to analyze and classify the bugs.

We analyze these bugs across four main dimensions. (1) Deter-
minism, whether the bug is deterministic and can be recreated

using a predefined set of steps. (2) Trigger, the type of event (net-
work, OS, or configuration) which triggered the bug—or the ‘bug

triggering event.’ (3) Impact/Symptom—the impact of the bug on

the control plane (e.g., crash-stop failure or performance issues

in the CPA) or network (e.g., the CPA configures the network in

violation of expected behavior). (4) RootCause—the programming

error which caused the bug; we limit ourselves to the top categories.

We observe the following across both control plane types. (1)

Most bugs are deterministic. (2) Moreover, bugs are often due to

missing logic, e.g., to handle corner cases. (3) Many bugs (∼28%)

are due to hardware reboot and network events. These three obser-

vations concur with findings from recent publications (e.g., Dalton

et al. [14] and Bhardwaj et al. [8]). As illustrated by Google and

Microsoft [14, 49], deterministic bugs often severely affect their

network’s availability: Since most control planes employ some form

of state-machine replication, a deterministic bug will manifest in

each replica and cripple all of them.

2.3 Motivating Example
To understand the rationale behind transformations and reason

about their correctness, we explore the behavior of a well-known

CPA for load-balancing network traffic, namely Hedera [3]. Hedera

routes flows to maximize aggregate utilization of the network. It

improves flow completion times—an operator-specified objective —
by periodically re-routing large flows over less congested paths.

It also satisfies operator-specified invariants, e.g., if a path exists

between two hosts, Hederamust route the traffic between the hosts.

Hedera is a simplified version of the CPAs that Microsoft [31] and

Google [33] run on their networks.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate a Fat-tree topology; to keep it simple, we

do not show the hosts. The figure includes two traffic flows P (in

magenta) and Q (in purple) that flow over link-disjoint paths, but

which share a switch. Suppose that at time t both the network

objective is satisfied and the invariant holds. Now, if at time t +1 an

event such as the link failure in Fig. 2 happens, Hedera will receive

an event capturing a state transition from a network graph with

the link to a graph without the link.
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Given the multitude of options to route P, Hedera will pick

an option that again maximizes the aggregate bandwidth; the re-

routing of the flow over another path also satisfies the invariant.

A new network state is established, and this change highlights two

observations. First, there might be more than one way to configure
the data plane to satisfy both the objectives and invariants. Second,
the specific path (or data-plane configuration) does not matter to the
operator, as long as the high-level objective is satisfied.

The first observation that multiple options may exist to meet

the CPA’s end goals (i.e., satisfying of objectives and invariants)

motivates the use of transformations: In case of a CPA bug, we can

safely explore a different code path and output to avoid the bug

provided that it meets our end goals. To this end, upon isolating the
bug-triggering event, we transform the event and alter the behavior
of the application. When no such alternatives exist, recovery can
gracefully degrade to using more traditional approaches such as CPA
reboots.

The second observation that the specific option chosen or data-

plane configuration effected is irrelevant attests to the safety of

transformations. A transformation is deemed safe if the following

conditions hold.

(1) The new behavior it elicits still satisfies the invariants.

(2) The state transition it presents is equivalent to the original

event; the original event and its transformed counterpart are then

said to convey similar semantic intent.

Formal definition of transformations. Given the above, a

transformation of a set of input events E conveys the same se-

mantic intent as E, but through a different set of input events Ẽ.
The transformation of the event {Port P1 (of Sw. S1) Down},
for instance, to {Port P1 (of Sw. S1) Up, Port P1 (of Sw.
S1) Down}, preserves the semantic meaning of the original input

sequence—that the port P1 of S1 is offline. Even though the status

of the concerned port went up before going down, the final state

conveyed via both the input sequences is the same. In processing

the transformed sequence, the CPA exercises, however, a differ-

ent code path, which might help in averting the buggy behavior

observed when processing the original input.

2.4 Target Failure Modes and Scenarios
The CPA bugs described in Tab. 1 manifest via a fail-stop fault, an

invariant violation or performance problem. In this paper, we focus

on the first two broad classes of faults. First, fail-stop faults where

a control plane (e.g., a BGP process or an SDN controller) abruptly

terminates after processing a bug-triggering input; arbitrarily long

delays in responding to an input (i.e., gray failures) also belong

to this class. We identify such faults using timeouts or “heartbeat”

signals. Second, (network) invariant violations where the rules in-
stalled by the CPA result in the data plane deviating from “expected

behavior,” e.g., not dropping malicious packets or not load balancing

across parallel links. These deviations are a violation of one or more

invariants or objectives established by the operator and, as such,

can be detected, in real-time, using invariant checkers [37, 42].

Limitations. We do not handle configuration- or OS-triggered

failures, but rely instead on prior work on control plane configu-

ration verification [18, 22, 23] as well as data diversity [40, 51] for

detecting them.

3 BACKGROUND
In this section, we discuss prior work on checking for invariants

(§ 3.1) and provide an overview on symbolic execution (§ 3.2).

3.1 Checking Network Invariants
There is a rich literature on invariant checkers [37, 41, 42, 81], which

analyze network state (via RIB or NIB) to determine if the policy

implemented in the network adheres to operator-specified objec-

tives (e.g., loop-free or valid paths between all pairs of destinations).

They assume that network operators explicitly specify their objec-

tives. Given such a specification, the checkers analyze either the

RIB or the NIB to determine if the network is compliant with the

specification. Checkers for TDNs [37] operate at the router level

and inspect the RIB as well as router configurations to check for

invariant violations, while those for SDNs [41, 42, 81] analyze the

NIB of an SDN controller or the NIB created by aggregating RIBs

(as in the case of an IGP protocol).

Invariant checkers demonstrate that the operators-specified objec-
tives may be realized throughmultiple, distinct network states—these
distinct network states, satisfying a given objective, can be said to be
“equivalent” to one another.

3.2 Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution [44] is a method of analyzing a software pro-

gram with the objective of determining how inputs to the program

affect its execution (or control flow) along different (code) paths.

The term ‘symbolic’ refers to the use of symbolic values rather than

actual inputs in describing the program behavior—expressions, vari-

ables, and conditionals. The root of the execution tree begins at the

entry point of the symbolically executed code, and each branching

in the tree represents the two outcomes of a conditional branch

(e.g., if block). Each unique path on the execution tree, from the

root to a leaf, corresponds to a code path.
When a bug manifests in an application, its execution tree and

the sequence of inputs (until when the bug manifests) can be used

to determine the exact code path where the bug is encountered.

Recovery from the bug is feasible by driving execution along a

different path. Although more code paths trivially imply more op-

tions for recovery, an exhaustive enumeration of all paths is not

necessary to recover from a bug—thus effectively sidestepping the

scalability issues of symbolic analyses.

4 TARDIS
An effective way to address control-plane bugs is to rewrite, patch,

and redeploy the control plane. The process is, however, time-

consuming and requires a lot of manual work.

Instead, Tardis circumvents runtime bugs in a control plane ap-

plication (CPA) by transforming one or more bug-triggering inputs.

To achieve this goal, Tardis runs as a transparent shim (Fig. 3) be-

tween the CPAs and the underlying base control plane. This setup

allows Tardis to monitor the stream of inputs fed to a CPA, the

output the CPAs generate (in response to each of those inputs),

and the CPA’s internal state changes (due to processing the in-

puts). We note that the architectures of both TDN and SDN control

planes both facilitate the use of such a shim (cf. Fig. 3). As illus-

trated in the figure, the shim runs between the SDN controller
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Figure 3: Architecture of TDN (left) and SDN (right) control
planes, indicating where a shim can be added to monitor the
input, output, and state-changes of the CPAs.

core (the router platform) and the SDN-CPAs (TDN-CPAs); thus, it

monitors the events fed into the CPAs. These events are not raw

OpenFlow or BGP messages, but are rather the transformed mes-

sages.
3
To realize this input-transformation-based recovery, Tardis

is composed of three components (all of which reside in the shim

layer—workflow in Fig. 4): RCA-Engine (§5), which uses a fusion of

symbolic execution and runtime data to detect the bug-triggering

input; the Transformation-Generator (§6), which uses a domain-

inspired search heuristic to generate semantically equivalent and

safe candidate events to replace the bug-triggering events; and the

recovery-orchestrator, which maintains historical data for each

CPA and orchestrates rollback and recovery during recovery mode.

Recovery-Orchestrator. The recovery-orchestrator maintains

two types of runtime data: the list of input events and historical

versions of state-layer changes associated with the input. The list of

input events is stored in a queue within the Orchestrator, whereas

the historical versions are maintained by augmenting the existing

storage layer (i.e., NIB or RIB) to store historical versions. The

historical data maintained in the storage layer remains outside of

Tardis, and our system interacts with it using RPCs.

Tardis normally operates in a passive mode, intercepting and

maintaining a log of all events to and from the CPA and managing

associated state layer changes while incurring minimal overhead.

When a CPA bug is triggered, however, Tardis enters recovery mode
and intervenes to recover the CPA and ensure availability.

When the system enters into the recovery mode (refer workflow

in Fig. 4), it performs three key operations, namely a⃝ identify the

bug-triggering event (or root cause of the failure) and roll back the

CPA’s state to before the bug-triggering event is processed (§5),

b⃝ transform the bug-triggering event into a set of one or more

semantically equivalent events (§6), and c⃝ verify the safety and

liveness of these transformations before as well as after applying

them (§6.4). Tardis repeats the operations b⃝ and c⃝ until the CPA is

recovered from the fault. Once the CPA has recovered, and liveness

is confirmed, Tardis transitions back into the passive mode.

3
Per Fig. 3, the shim runs in between the SDN controller and the SDN-CPA in case of a

global control plane. For a local control plane, the control plane application (e.g., BGP)

can run on a hypervisor (as in [39]) and the shim placed in between the hypervisor

and the application.
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(Section 5)
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(Section 6)
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(Section 6.4)

Figure 4:Workflow for recovery mode.

5 RCA-ENGINE (ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS)
The first step in recovering from a failure or a bug is determin-

ing the root cause (bug-triggering events) of the fault. Existing

approaches [72, 73] either use blackbox techniques [72, 73] (e.g.,

delta debugging) or explore whitebox techniques (e.g., symbolic exe-

cution or model checking). However, the blackbox techniques often

take too long because they randomly explore different combinations

of events. In fact, our experiments with STS [72] (not included due

to space limitations) show that it will take more than 105 seconds

to localize the events compared with about 100 ms taken by the

approach we propose below. The whitebox techniques, on the other

hand, do not scale: We tried employing several symbolic execution

techniques [2, 50, 74], but they were unable to analyze the CPA

and all its dependent libraries for performing an exhaustive search

across all interactions to detect failures.

This work explores a fusion of both techniques. We use sym-

bolic execution to explore just enough of the CPA to understand

its structure. Then, we use runtime values from concrete failures to

determine the bug-triggering input events. Concretely, we lever-

age whitebox symbolic execution and limit its analysis to just the

CPA. This restricted symbolic execution allows us to understand

the different code paths within the CPA. It prevents us, however,

from determining where the failures lie or which events trigger

failures, both of which require more extensive analysis or modeling

of dependent libraries and the ecosystem. To mitigate this limita-

tion, we use runtime data (i.e., real-time variables in the state layer

and concrete events in the replay buffer), which provide sufficient

concrete information about a failure, to determine the exact code

paths that led to failures.

Our approach to identifying the root cause of fault rests on two

assumptions: (i) A CPA’s state is a function of the sequence of inputs

that the application has processed over time, and (ii) a CPA’s fault is

triggered by an input (event) executing over a specific state, referred

to as “buggy state.” Our key contribution, under these assumptions,
is the observation that transforming the event that leads the CPA to
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ex ey ez

Figure 5: Change in code paths (solid black line) of a CPA
while processing inputs events leads to a fault (red circle).

Algorithm 1 Find a cause of the buggy behavior.

1: procedure findRootCause(p̌, E)
2: č ← getPathConditions(p̌)
3: while E , ∅ do
4: (e, s ) ← pop(E) ▷ Pick next candidate
5: if side_effect_free(e) then continue
6: p ← getCodePath(e, s )
7: c ← getPathConditions(p)
8: if satisfy (c, č ) = false then return e

a buggy state, irrespective of whether that input induces the fault, is
a more effective solution.

Suppose that the CPA in Fig. 5 encounters a fault. Per this illus-

tration, ez encounters a specific state which leads to buggy behavior.
Observe that ey also encounters the same buggy state as ez but

does not encounter a fault; thus, a fault requires both a specific

application state and a specific class of input event(s). Since ex is

the last event, the SDN-CPA processed before transitioning into

the buggy state, we need to identify ex as the root cause. We claim

that altering the event(s) that creates the buggy state, i.e., ex , is a
more attractive solution than the event that triggers the fault, ez .
Stated differently, once the buggy state is reached, several other

inputs (besides ez ) may induce a fault.

The first task once a CPA encounters a fault is to determine the

buggy path, i.e., the code path (p̌) along which the execution is

currently proceeding (path 3 in Fig. 5). Once we have p̌, then we

identify divergence-inducing inputs. While tracking state changes

is relatively straightforward (since Tardis acts as a shim between

the CPA and the state layer), obtaining insights into the execution

is a non-trivial challenge. To this end, we use symbolic analyses

of the CPA’s implementation to obtain insights such as available

code paths, the conditions that need to be satisfied along the paths,

and their relation to the state changes effected by the CPA. Using

this data, we determine p̌ by scanning through the CPA’s path

conditions (obtained from the symbolic analyses) to determine the

path condition that both matches the input and satisfies the current

snapshot of the state.

Divergence-inducing Inputs. Given a buggy path p̌ and the asso-

ciated path conditions, we iterate through the history E of input

events of the CPA, in reverse chronological order, and mark a can-
didate input event e (and its associated state-variable changes s)
as a root cause (as in Algo. 1) if the following conditions on in-

puts hold. (1) It is non-side-effect-free, i.e., this event modifies one

or more of the CPA program’s state variables which are associ-

ated with the path conditions of p̌, and (2) before processing this

input, the execution of the SDN-CPA proceeded on a fault-free

code path. Tardis ignores side-effect-free events (line 5 in Algo. 1)

from consideration, since they do not modify the value of any

state variables (and, hence, cannot steer the execution). Essentially,

side_effect_free() checks to see if the event modifies any state

variables. If the event changes state variables, we determine the

code path (line 6 in Algo. 1) by using the global state’s versioning

feature to identify the state associated with the event and then de-

termining the paths matching the state variables. We, then, extract

the path conditions associated with the path (line 7 in Algo. 1).

Lastly, we use an SMT solver (line 8 in Algo. 1) to test if an input

event steers execution away from the faulty path. The solver checks

if the path conditions of the code path associated with an input

satisfy that of the buggy path; a failure to satisfy implies that this

input event steers execution away from the faulty path. Specifically,

the inputs to the solver are the path constraints from when the CPA

crashed and the state variables from the global state layer. As we

iterate backward through events, we extract the associated state

variables from the history within the global state and feed them

into the solver.

In Fig. 5, to avert the fault (after processing ez ) we have to change
the outcome of the path conditions associated with this buggy path.

We mark ex as the root cause for the buggy behavior because it

leads to a different code path (compared to the buggy path of ez ).
The algorithm ignores ey , since this input does not change the path.

6 TRANFORMATION-GENERATOR
Transformations build on the notion of an equivalent and a safe

class of inputs, where inputs in the same class both capture the same

network state (hence equivalence) and elicit the “same” behavior

from the CPA (hence safety), i.e., the output satisfies both operator

specified invariants and objectives (§2.3). Hedera’s same behavior,

for instance, in §2.3, for the two equivalent inputs translate to

achieving maximum aggregate bandwidth (objective) and ensuring

that flows between any pair of hosts are routed over one of the

available paths between the hosts (invariant). In this section, we

focus on generating equivalent events in terms of network state and

discuss safety in terms of behavior (in §6.4). In Fig. 6, we illustrate

the transformation generation and validation functions.

Recall that there are two classes of network inputs. One class

of inputs captures and expresses topology changes/modifications,
i.e., a change in the network topology graph (e.g., a {Port-up}
or {BGP Update} which captures the addition of a new link or

path, respectively). The other class provides local state updates, i.e.,
updates information about a node or link (e.g., {Switch stats}
or {Packet-In} which provide information about the number of

bytes or the arrival of a flow at a device, respectively).

Our goals in generating transformations are to effectively address

both classes of inputs. We achieve that objective using two types

of transformations.

6.1 Generating Topology Transformations
The first class transforms an event into another set of events that

capture a similar modification to the topology.We can validate these

topology transformations by modeling the network as a graph,G,
and verifying that both the original input sequence, E, and the

transformed sequence, Ẽ, have the same effect on the graph. Thus,
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G + E = G + Ẽ, where “+” is an operator that applies the messages

to the network graph, e.g., applying a ‘Link down’ event to the

network graph removes the link from the graph.

Exploring every single transformation results in a state-space ex-

ploration that varies exponentially in the size of the input. Moreover,

many transformations are not semantically equivalent (i.e., they

violate the protocol hints or do not provide the same effect on the

network graph). Thus, we need an efficient search algorithm that

can systematically explore the space of potential transformations

to quickly identify semantically equivalent events. In essence, we

need a search algorithm that can deal with arbitrary control planes

and arbitrary event types (and their corresponding cost functions or

definitions of equivalence) while finding an optimal solution. Simu-

lated annealing fits these requirements; it provides a statistically

optimal solution for arbitrary systems with arbitrary cost functions.

Simulated annealing has been used quite successfully in many net-

working studies published in the last few years [3, 35, 54, 83].

In designing our simulated annealing-based heuristic, we assume

a graph G to represent the target network topology. Then, we

define a search space in which each state is a graph GT rans with
VG = VGT rans . For topology transformations, all states differ in the

set of links and nodes that are active. The following intuition guides

our exploration of the space: the network is hierarchical (i.e., ports

are part of switches, and switches are part of groups, e.g., pods), and

semantically equivalent transformations are hierarchically related.

For example, the transformation of {Port P1 (of Sw. S1) Down},
to {Port P1 (of Sw. S1) Up, Port P1 (of Sw. S1) Down}
must be to the same switch (S1). A transformation to a different

switch (i.e., {Port P1 (of Sw. S2) Up, Port P1 (of Sw. S2)
Down}) will not be semantically equivalent.

Following the intuition from above, our heuristic generates

neighbors for the current state using the following procedures.

(1) Toggle an edge (u,v ), where u,v ∈ VG and u , v .
(2) Take down all edges connected to a certain vertex u, i.e., let

(u, i ) < EG , ∀i ∈ VG .
(3) Bring up all edges connected to a certain vertex u, i.e., let

(u, i ) ∈ EG , ∀i ∈ VG .

We also have similar procedures, as those listed above, at the

vertex level, where we either take down the vertex or its neighbors.

Similar to the classic simulated annealing framework, we have

the energy function (also called goal function) defined as the edit

distance between the current state (G) and the target network topol-
ogy (G0), i.e., E (G ) = dist (G,G0), where dist () indicates the edit
distance. A new state could be accepted in two ways, either when

E (G ′) < E (Ĝ ), where G ′ is the new state and Ĝ is the current

state, or with the possibility e−
E (G′)−E (Ĝ )

T .
4
The initial temperature

T0 is set to 1000 and the temperature of t th iteration decays as

T (t ) = T0
t+1 . The algorithm terminates when the temperature drops

below 5.
The transformation is the sequence of procedures used to transi-

tion from the initial state, G, to the equivalent graph Gtrans .

4
This follows the Metropolis Principle, where T is the current temperature.
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Figure 6: Transformation generation & validation.

6.2 Generating Attribute Transformations
The second class transforms the attributes of an event, i.e., a ‘Link

down’ is transformed into another ‘Link down’ but with different at-

tributes. The protocol specification offers strong hints on attributes

that can be fuzzed, i.e., will not impact the intent. For example, the

buffer size of a Packet-In message, input to an SDN-CPA, does

not affect the intent. We could, hence, transform the message by

enlarging its buffer (via padding) and recovering from buffer-size

related bugs.

The fuzzer generates transformations for UPDATE messages; we

leverage domain knowledge for determining when two UPDATE
messages are deemed equivalent. This is generally based on the

intent of the update message: for example, in an SDN-CPA the

intent may be to express the number of bytes processed by a switch,

and as such, the transformation is equivalent if this information

is still present. Similarly, for a TDN-CPA, the intent may be to

express a relative ordering of paths, and any transformations are

valid as long as this relative ordering is maintained. The fuzzer, for

instance, utilizes four different types of fields in the TDN messages

to search for applicable transformations: (a) numeric values (e.g.,

MULTI_EXIT_DISC), (b) enumerated list (e.g., ORIGIN), (c) sequences
(e.g., AS_PATH), and (d) free-form text (e.g., COMMUNITY).

Our fuzzing search algorithm is motivated by manual fixes em-

ployed by operators to “hot patch” their CPAs. We apply a different

search algorithm for the different types discussed above. For nu-

meric values, the fuzzer explores random values, and for sequences,

it appends or deletes duplicates of a sequence item. In the case of

freeform text, the fuzzer uses a set of well-known or predefined

values specified by the network operator.
5

6.3 Generality of Transformations
There is a clear distinction between SDNs and TDNs. While SDNs

support a richer set of events, TDNs express most of the key net-

work properties (both topology and local updates) in one event type

(i.e., UPDATE). For SDNs, we leverage topology-transformations and

attribute-transformations for the topology change and local update

events, respectively. Whereas, for TDNs, we leverage topology-

transformations and attribute-transformations for the UPDATE event.

5
No global standards dictate how BGP COMMUNITY attributes must be interpreted.

Peering ASes rather mutually agree upon a set of acceptable values and interpretations.
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6.4 Transformation Safety
Transformations are inputs crafted for correcting buggy behavior.

It is only natural, hence, to question if such transformations may

themselves be unsafe. How can we check if transformations them-

selves introduce a fault? To answer this question, we identify two

safety properties and defining a notion of liveness based on them.

A transformation is deemed safe if it satisfies two properties.

P1: The CPAmakes (forward) progress, i.e., it does not encounter

a bug when processing the transformed event(s).

P2: The transformed events themselves do not induce any buggy

behavior in the future.

While P1 applies only to recovery (i.e., recovery mode), P2
is relevant only after emerging out from the recovery mode and

processing new inputs (i.e., passivemode).P2, similar to the liveness
property of concurrent systems, assures that the system is not stuck

in a loop—making progress, experiencing a fault, and attempting to

transform the already transformed input. We can readily identify

transformations that violate P1: If a CPA immediately faults after

a transformation, we detect the fault and mark the transformation

as the root cause. Satisfying P2 is, however, difficult: We need to

assess the impact of the transformations in the future.We tackle this

difficulty with a technique called opportunistic liveness tracking.

Opportunistic Liveness Tracking. The insight behind opportunis-

tic tracking is that CPAs are designed to work with “soft-state,”

which means that the information in each event has a bounded

horizon of relevance. In particular, if the information is not up-

dated or refreshed, the CPAs consider the related state invalid and

delete them. For example, information about the status of a link

(i.e., link-up for SDNs) or an AS (i.e., five hops aways for TDNs) is

considered irrelevant if not updated and refreshed within a prede-

fined interval. Motivated by this, Tardis maintains metadata about

recovery (e.g., transformations and the bug-triggering event) and

tracks a CPA’s behavior after recovery until a predefined interval,

i.e., Tardis discards the metadata after processing N inputs follow-

ing the transformation. This threshold N defines an opportunistic

length of time within which we expect any buggy behavior, induced

by the transformation itself, to manifest. A fault within the bounded

horizon is attributed to the transformation. Suppose we assume a

transformation to be faulty. Now, for any buggy behavior observed

beyond the threshold, there is a possibility that we mark some

other input, and not the transformation itself, as the root cause.

Recovery might still be possible. In our empirical evaluations, we

observed that a choice of N = 16 suffices, i.e., any impact of the

transformation was typically observed within the next 16 inputs to

the CPA. In practice, we may, hence, choose a much higher value

to be safe, without running into any buffering constraints.

6.5 On Prior Transformation-based Recovery
While inspired by prior work [11] for leveraging transformations,

we advance that work along two key dimensions. First, we develop

a search heuristic to automatically generate transformations that

LegoSDN provides. Second, we introduce techniques to eliminate

unsafe and invalid transformations, thus ensuring correctness. A

transformation that turns a {Sw. S1 ↓} into a {[Sw. Si ↓]*}, for

instance, is an unsafe transformation: It shuts down the whole net-

work. Tardis ignores this unsafe transformation since the difference

between the original and the transformed events are too large.

7 PROTOTYPE
Next, we describe our prototype implementations for both an SDN

control plane, with six SDN-CPAs, and two TDN control planes,

each with a BGP-based TDN-CPA.

7.1 SDN Prototype
We evaluate Tardis’s ability to correct buggy behavior of SDNs by

evaluating six different SDN-CPAs: Learning Switch, Firewall, For-

warding, Hedera, RouteFlow, and Load Balancer.We run both Tardis
and the SDN-CPAs on Floodlight. Learning Switch (‘LSwitch’) and

Forwarding (‘Fwding’) come bundled with the Floodlight controller.

Firewall enforces a preconfigured policy, allowing traffic only be-

tween certain end hosts in the network. Hedera implements the

flow-scheduling algorithm from [3]. Routeflow (‘RtFlow’), from

prior work [11], routes flows over the shortest path in the network,

and Load Balancer (‘LoadBal’) balances network traffic between

any two endpoints based on some simple heuristics. RtFlow and

LoadBal are proactive SDN-CPAs, while the rest are reactive.

Our prototype implementation of Tardis for SDN-CPAs runs on
top of the Floodlight controller. Since we did not make any changes

to the controller’s source code, the prototype may be ported to other

controllers with modest engineering efforts. We added a simple

state layer interface to the SDN-CPAs, providing GET and SET calls

to support querying and modifications of the state-variables asso-

ciated with the SDN-CPA. To the controller, the interface exposes

COMMIT and REVERT calls allowing the controller to either commit the

(control-plane) changes after an SDN-CPA successfully processes

an input, or revert the changes, in case of a fault.

We used the Java Path Finder (JPF) model checker [57] and

JDart [50] to symbolically execute the SDN-CPAs, and the Z3 SMT

solver [15] to implement the constraint-satisfaction checks required

for testing whether an input event induces buggy behavior. To

symbolically execute the SDN-CPAs, we set the entry point to the

event handlers and we make the input events and states symbolic.

In our experiment, we observed that, with symbolic execution, we

could explore all code paths accessible from the entry points within

a reasonable time (i.e., less than 3000 ms).

Checking Invariants. The invariant checker module builds on

that of prior work [81]. We modified the checker to flag violations

and convert each violation to a fail-stop fault. The modification

simplifies the recovery logic: whether it is a fail-stop fault or an

invariant violation, recovery follows the same sequence of steps

(refer to ‘recovery mode’ in §4).

7.2 TDN Prototype
Weevaluate Tardiswith two different BGP implementations—Quagga

and GoBGP. In extending Tardis for the BGP use case, we exploit

three key insights. First, the current state-layer for TDNs is a data-

structure for storing data extracted from the UPDATE messages.

Second, we extend this data-structure to make it version-aware and

support similar COMMIT and REVERT semantics as the SDN storage

layer. Second, local equivalence and invariants are based on the
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Table 2: Details of faults, uncovered in prior work, injected into SDN-CPAs for evaluating Tardis.

Label Type Prior work Source of buggy behavior

SA, SB Memory
Management Errors (MME)

STS [73] De-referencing a null pointer (or reference), or accessing an invalid

memory location, e.g., indexing out of bounds of an array.SC LegoSDN [11]

SE Network Blackholes (NB)
STS [73] Invalid or inconsistent switch configurations affected by a faulty

SDN-CPA.PathDump [79]

SF Copy-Paste Errors (CPE)
CP-Miner [48] Code copied by a developer from one location to another, without a

careful testing.Provenance [85]

SG Forwarding Errors (FE) ATPG [92] Same as that of SE .

SD , SH Non-deterministic (ND)
MED [93] Transient faults, e.g., race conditions in multi-threaded SDN-CPAs.

Faults {SA, SB , SC , SE , SF , SG } are deterministic.LegoSDN [11]

relative ordering of paths. Thus we can check local invariants by

analyzing the paths stored in the state-layer; we perform this check

using C-BGP [68]. Third, CPAs in a TDN setting often run as dis-

tinct processes communicating through IPCs and RPCs; we design

our shim layer for intercepting such calls based on techniques from

prior work [39].

We use a bespoke symbolic execution tool to extract path con-

straints and reuse the Z3 SMT solver to implement the constraints-

satisfaction. We set the entry point as the UPDATE handler and make

the input events and states symbolic.

8 EVALUATION
Our evaluation of Tardis, is motivated by the following questions:

(i) How does Tardis perform against existing recovery techniques

(§8.2)? (ii) Does Tardis generalize across both control planes (§8.2

and §8.3)? (iii) How does Tardis operate with partial access to CPA

state (§8.4)? (iv)Where do the overheads of Tardis come from (§8.4)?

(v) What are the performance implications of Tardis’s search algo-

rithm for generating transformations (§8.4)?

8.1 Experiment Setup
SDN Setup. We emulated the data plane (a Fat-tree topology,

with k = 4) using Mininet [46]. We performed our experiments

on a Linux (Ubuntu 14.04 LTS) server with 12 processor cores and

16 GB of memory. Unless otherwise mentioned, we injected all

bugs in Tab. 2 in all event handlers across all SDN-CPAs and report

the statistics (median and standard deviation) gathered from ten

different trials.

TDN Setup (BGP): We injected the fail-stop bugs in Tab. 3 into

the UPDATE message handler of two widely used BGP implemen-

tations: GoBGP (v2.5.0) and Quagga (v1.2.3). We ran the modified

BGP implementations on an 8-core machine with 32 GB of RAM,

running Linux kernel 4.15.0. We replayed BGP traces from RIPE

NCC [70] archived on May 20, 2019 to a testbed consisting of one

BGP router—the GoBGP (v2.5.0) or Quagga (v1.2.3) implementation.

To use Tardis for recovering from BGP faults, we do not require

any coordination or support from other networks; our one-node

setting, hence, suffices for these experiments.

8.1.1 Fault Injection. Below, we describewhat faults we inject, and
how and where we inject them.

Table 3: Prevalence of a few different bug categories among
the bugs actually observed in the Internet.

Category Prevalence Bug Labels (for Fig. 8)

Malformed Message 39.13% {DA,DB ,DC ,DG ,DH }

Unknown Attribute 8.70% {DE ,DF ,DH }

Disordered Messages 8.70% {DD }

What? We use faults uncovered in prior work. We inject real bugs

discovered in open source CPA artifacts by prior work (Tab. 2 for

SDNs and Tab. 3 for TDNs): Injecting real bugs from multiple CPA

artifacts enables us to understand the performance of Tardis across
broad and representative failures. For TDNs (i.e., BGP), we selected

the dominant categories of bugs (Tab. 3) among those observed on

the Internet; the prevalence values in the table reflect the frequency

of that bug type across 23 publicly documented BGP bugs over the

last 13 years in the Internet. Moreover, recent studies by Google

highlight that several of these bugs (e.g., NB type) have significantly

impacted network availability [25].

How?We inject bugs viamonkey patching and binary rewrites. Our

fault injector monkey patches the source code with snippets of

buggy code based on bugs in open-source SDN-CPAs and descrip-

tion of bugs in TDN-CPAs. To induce the MME and CPE fault types,

the injector monkey patches the source code to throw exceptions

or perform an out-of-bounds memory access. The injector care-

fully removes code or drop outputs, generating invariant violations

(e.g., NB and FE fault types). We inject both deterministic and non-

deterministic faults; we used a random number generator to help

with the non-determinism required for the latter.

Where? We inject faults in all event-handlers. We introduce bugs

in the most frequently traversed code paths of every event-handlers

of the SDN-CPAs. In the case of the TDN-CPAs we focus on the

UPDATE message handler as all reported bugs are in that handler’s

implementation. Thus, we comprehensively test Tardis’s ability to

avert faults, even those in well-tested and commonly used paths

encountered in invoking the SDN-CPAs.
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Table 4: Success rate of fault recovery.

Label App. Reboot LegoSDN RSM Tardis

SA 0% 33.3% 0% 82.4%

SB 0% 33.3% 0% 83.6%

SC 0% 33.3% 0% 83.0%

SD 100% 100.0% 100% 100.0%

SE 0% 33.3% 0% 84.3%

SF 0% 33.3% 0% 81.6%

SG 0% 33.3% 0% 82.6%

SH 100% 100.0% 100% 100.0%
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Figure 7: Tardis performs better than fast-failover meth-
ods (“Fallback”); variation in link utilizations observed after
Tardis performs recovery is similar to that observed in a fault-
free (“Normal”) scenario.

8.2 Evaluation of SDN Realization
8.2.1 Tardis vs Control Plane Recovery. We begin by highlighting

the need for Tardis. Our approach recovers from a wider range

of faults (Tab. 4) compared to all other online fault-tolerance tech-

niques, namely application reboot (e.g., [9]), replicated state-machine

or RSM (e.g., Ravana [36, 52]), and checkpoint-replay (e.g., LegoSDN

[11]). RSM and reboot fail to avert any deterministic fault (with

labels SA, SB , SC , SE , SF , and SG ), since they repeat (without al-

tering) the input sequence on recovery. Besides, they also fail to

correct data-plane inconsistencies caused by the fault. LegoSDN

alters the input event sequence and, hence, can recover even from

deterministic faults. But that LegoSDN only alters the last input, has

implications for recovery: Of the 48 faults injected (8 bugs across

the 6 SDN-CPAs) LegoSDN fails to recover from 24 faults (Tab. 4).

We analyzed the 6 bugs (in Tab. 4) that Tardis could not recover

from, in all trials. We identified the key reason to be the lack of

alternative code paths—specifically, 2 of the 6 SDN-CPAs have

faults in a method containing only one code path. Such lack of path

diversity is suggestive of a simplistic, immature implementation.

In some cases, Tardis fails when the bugs lead to a byzantine fault;

such faults cannot, however, be detected using invariant checkers.

8.2.2 Tardis vs Data Plane Recovery. Networks today, typically,
handle hardware issues such as link failures by pre-installing back-

up or fall-back paths (e.g, [20, 30, 32, 58]). We, hence, return to our

motivating example (§2), and simulate fast-failover methods by in-

stalling fall-back paths, as required, after the link failure. Fig. 7 plots
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Figure 8: Times spent and counts of transformations used by
Tardis for recovering from real bugs in a GoBGP implementa-
tion. Althoughnot shown, similar results hold for theQuagga
implementation.

the CDF of link utilizations after Hedera re-routes flows following

the link failure event (cf. Fig. 2). We emulated TCP flows between

non-overlapping pairs of hosts, selected uniformly at random, and

we configured flow sizes to follow a power-law distribution and sam-

pled inter-arrival times from a Poisson distribution. The fault-free

(“Normal”) scenario presents the baseline for comparison. Tardis
performs better than fast-failover methods (“Fallback”) and per-

forms well compared to the baseline—variation in link utilizations

is similar to that observed in the baseline (“Normal”). While fast-

failover techniques are better than the fail-open scenario (“Fail”),

they cannot always satisfy network objectives: Nearly 40% of the

links are underutilized (i.e., with less than 80% utilization) and a

few are virtually unused.

8.3 Evaluation of BGP Realization
We now demonstrate Tardis’s ability to handle run-time faults in

BGP (e.g., [12], [53], and [94]), for evaluating our approach for a

traditional, decentralized network (TDN) control plane.

Fig. 8 reports the median recovery times and counts of trans-

formations used by Tardis (across 10 trials) to recover from real

bugs in a GoBGP implementation. Per this figure, we recover from

three dominant BGP bug types, in both BGP implementations, with

sub-second recovery times. In most cases, exploring a few differ-

ent transformations seem to suffice for finding a good solution.

Tardis recovers quickly from real bugs, and the approach is much

preferable to encountering router crashes and resulting widespread

routing instabilities.

8.4 Implications of System Design
Below, we analyze some of the key design choices. We focus on the

results from the SDN use case which has worse performance than

the TDN.

State Layer. Access to the CPA’s state variables enables Tardis
to determine the root cause effectively. While most modern control

planes (e.g., [7, 64, 90]) force developers to externalize global state

variables in a database, as observed in §2.1, some developers only

externalize a subset of the CPA’s state. Next, we explore the impact

of partially externalizing state variables on Tardis’s recovery. Given
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Figure 9: Impact of the extent to which state variables are ex-
ternalized on the recovery time.

that the state variables are required for root-cause analysis (§5),

we expect Tardis’s accuracy to reduce as less state information is

made available to it; less accuracy, in turn, will increase its recovery

time, because Tardis will need to explore more events and trans-

formations. In Fig. 9, we observe that externalizing only 50% of

the state ensures that recovery time increases by no more than

20%. Surprisingly, we also observe that recovery can be faster for a

subset of the experiments, since less state implies less complexity.

Overheads. To quantify the overheads introduced, we divide the

time spent by Tardis in recovering from various faults by that of

reboots (and LegoSDN) to compute the recovery “slowdowns.”

Per Fig. 10 Tardis is, unsurprisingly, slower than reboots: The

latter only entails restarting the process, compared to the various

functionality (e.g., finding a root cause) implemented by the former.

Although reboot is faster, since it does not fix most errors (Tab. 4)

there will likely be an extended downtime—this is, in essence, sim-

ilar to what was experienced at Google and Facebook when the

systems kept rebooting, and they had several hours of downtime

because rebooting did not fix the problem.

Tardis is faster than LegoSDN, since the latter relies on check-

pointing, which incurs significant overhead. The recovery time

ratios for Forwarding and Hedera, however, show that Tardis is
slightly slower compared to LegoSDN: These two SDN-CPAs persist

comparatively more states resulting in Tardis requiring relatively
more cycles to analyze these states during recovery. Even in these

cases, the overheads introduced by Tardis are marginal and justified

given its efficiency in fault recovery.

Our experiments also show that Tardis uses approximately 25%

CPU of a single core and 0.5% memory—these resource utilizations

can be controlled, as required, by an administrator by scaling dif-

ferent modules out on multiple machines in a cluster.

We analyze the performance of the Transformation-Generator’s

search algorithm (§6) in Fig. 11. To this end, we investigate its run-

time across topologies of varying sizes—specifically a data center

(i.e., Fat-tree topology with vary k values). We also augment this

plot with the time spent in running the first n transformations

(where n is either 1, 10, or 50), since we could terminate the search

earlier, for limiting recovery time to some predefined budget. Our

experiment results show, unsurprisingly, that the total search time

increases with k . Our algorithm finds all transformations within

500 ms for a topology with k = 10, albeit it becomes prohibitively

expensive for the much larger topologies. We note, however, that
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based heuristic for finding transformations.

Tardis only required a small set of transformations. In practice, we

observed that Tardis requires fewer than 20 transformations—fewer

than 8 for the TDNs use cases. Furthermore, we do not need to wait

until all searches finish before beginning replay in practice. Our

algorithm can generate the first 10 events within a second even

for the largest topology in our evaluation. Our search algorithm is,

therefore, performant enough in practice to enable Tardis to recover
from actual bugs.

9 RELATEDWORK
Verification & Troubleshooting. There exists significant work on

detecting and identifying bugs in SDNs [5, 10, 16, 37, 38, 42, 45, 51,

55, 59, 60, 71, 78, 82, 87]. Proving the absence of bugs is intractable,

and testing can reduce, not eliminate, bugs. Tardis stands to benefit
from a decrease in bugs: In the event of a (less-likely) fault, Tardis
will have more fault-free code paths to use in recovering from the

fault. Prior efforts also focused on localizing problems in SDNs [28,

72, 73, 80, 86], but these are offline techniques and do not attempt

to recover from or circumvent a fault.

Automated Program Repair. An alternative and equally appealing

approach is to modify the source code of the program rather than

the inputs to the program. Existing work [47, 61, 66] on program

repair focuses on developing general techinques for repairing arbi-

trary programs which limits them to addressing common errors,

e.g., off-by-one or buffer overflows. However, as we show in § 2.2,

network control planes are often plagued by more complex prob-

lems (e.g., missing logic) which require extensive changes. Tardis
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trades off generality for coverage: By narrowly focusing on input

transformations for network control plane applications, Tardis is
able to cover a broader range of important bugs.

Provenance-based recovery. Wu et al. [85] and Han et al. [26]

propose provenance-based solutions to suggest “fixes” for bugs. In
case of a run-time fault, however, the query to elicit fixes might

have little or no information to retrieve fixes, and, unlike Tardis,
recovery entails manual intervention.

Redundancy & Programming Models. Prior work has also investi-

gated the use of redundancy, replication and programming models

to tackle faults [36, 39, 62, 65, 76]. Unfortunately these approaches

are explicitly designed to tackle non-deterministic bugs, whereas

Tardis handles both deterministic and non-deterministic bugs.

Execution steering. Crystalball [88] introduced the idea of execut-

ing a model checker in parallel with a running system and steering

the system’s execution to prevent inconsistencies. The authors con-

cede, however, that memory usage is a limiting factor. Further, a

Crystalball-compatible system must be implemented in Mace [43],

which might require significant engineering efforts. LegoSDN [11]

attempts to transform crash-inducing inputs to avoid a fault, but

it assumes that the last-processed input is the root cause, severely

limiting its applicability. Bouncer [13] filters out malicious inputs,

but mainly focuses on illegal memory writes.

10 LIMITATIONS
Recovery Limitations. Tardis is only able to recover if the code

contains sufficient path diversity and the transformations are able

to explore these paths. While we find this true for the TDNs, we

observed scenarios where SDN-CPAs did not contain sufficient di-

versity. This observation highlights the difference between mature

CPAs (i.e., TDNs) and non-mature (SDN-CPA). We anticipate that

Tardis will benefit as the implementations of SDN-CPAs mature

and improve.

Bug Type. Although, we focussed on bugs triggered by network

events, other major sources of bugs include configurations and

operating systems. We note, however, that existing work on veri-

fication addresses configuration bugs, and we plan to extend our

approach to operating systems.

Semantic Limitations. We are unable to recover from route

leaks and hijacks, which account for 18% of the reported BGP

issues, due to our inability to validate ownership of IP address

prefixes. We are presently only able to recover, therefore, from

failures caused by non-malicious inputs.

11 CONCLUSION
The demands for high availability of a network infrastructure em-

phasize the need for robust, fault-tolerant control-plane applica-

tions (CPAs) for managing these networks. Despite prior work on

testing, troubleshooting, programming models, and fault tolerance,

the scope of prior work misses a key requirement: support for re-
covering from bugs, especially of the deterministic type, at run time.
Tardis addresses this gap by introducing novel methods for effec-

tively localizing the bug triggering input events and automated

techniques for generating an alternative set of semantically equiv-

alent and safe input events. Tardis rolls back the CPA and uses

these alternative events for recovery. To demonstrate the effective-

ness of Tardis, we evaluated it using a combination of 71 realistic

failures injected into six SDN-CPAs and two TDN-CPAs. In our eval-

uations, Tardis recovered from more bugs than prior approaches.

Tardis performed better than widely used fast-failover methods for

SDN-CPAs, and for TDN-CPAs Tardis provided quick recovery (i.e.,

within 140 ms), avoiding least-preferred, expensive router crashes.
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